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About This Game

Use cursors and left ctrl key to fire

F1 = options

Q = quit game

Space = pause game

ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS

J = Joystick controls (limited support)

K = Keyboard controls

S = Scanlines on
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D = Disable scanlines

ESC = Return to Steam

ALT+Enter = Toggle Full screen

These settings are saved when you exit Galencia

50 Action Packed Levels
Asteroid Fields

Challenging Stages
Boss Battles

Ebb and Flow difficulty curve
Siren enemy with Tractor beam for Double Ship Action

Introduction, Launch and Completion sequences
6 Brand new SID tunes, unique to this project
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Galencia is a fast action shooter, just like the arcade classics of the 1980s! It has been an incredible success on the
Commodore 64 and has now been repackaged to play on your PC.

NEW FEATURES FOR THIS STEAM VERSION
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packaged to run without any configuration, click and play!

joystick and keyboard support

new introduction

tweaked gameplay and graphics

auto loading and saving of hi-scores

a completely separate 'Easter Egg' game, written by Roy 'Roysterini' Fielding

THE STORY SO FAR...

EARTH, 2017

We didn't listen to the warnings.
We decided to ignore the decline of our bee population,and now their guardians have arrived.

You must pilot the 1981 Galencia Fighter and restore order. Before its too late!

Long live the Commodore 64!

Galencia 'Steam edition' runs in the vice emulator
All source code and legal information can be found here:

http://vice-emu.sourceforge.net/
http://vice-emu.sourceforge.net/COPYING
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Title: Galencia
Genre: Action
Developer:
Jason Aldred
Publisher:
Jason Aldred
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core +

Memory: 1 GB RAM MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB +

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please make sure all your device drivers are up to date!

English
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awful game, waste of 2 dollars. not funny, too easy, too glitchy. can't think of any positive thing to say about this awful thing..
This game adds as many things that were not in the previous as a FIFA game. Due to terrible controls this game is preacticaly
unplayable.. So cool i like the combos and stuff totally recomend. Straight out of a vault from 1995 we are presented with the
best SHMUP on Steam. Why the best? Two reasons:

1. IG is simple yet wonderful in both gameplay and scoring. I don't have to be a mathematician to figure out the scoring and
patterns. I shoot stuff and I get points. Simple.

2. It's atmospheric both visually and audibly. The production values and level design are directly from what you'd expect to see
from a major japanese developer in the mid ninetees . It harkens back to a simpler time of sprites, crt monitors, and amazing
retro soundtracks.

If this game was somehow released on arcade\/consoles back in the day I guarantee it would of made some developer famous.
Alas, here we are almost 25 years later and a game like IG will probably see only a handful of sales. Sad how things change but I
am glad this game saw the light of day.

Infinos Gaiden is almost perfect. 9\/10. If the dev could implement some sort of online leaderboards it would be a 10\/10.

Please devs, for your next Steam shmup release lets see an online leaderboard :). My 4 year old loves it. Game has great style,
easy to understand controls.. Next to the Age of Charlemagne add-on, this is the culture-pack to get. Having started out either
building an army and having revolts on my hands, or trying to remian at peace and having neighbors harrasing me, this was
where I should have begun to understand the dynamics of this game. The Picts have got to be one of the best groups since you
are buffered by the Caledonians, and a natural ally of the Ebdanians (Oirish), and you get a chance to start working with the
politics, technologies and building up a city without getting clobbered consistantly. With very little effort, you can unite with the
other two factions and take over all of Britain, and then start hitting the mainland. The mix of combatants is excellent and gives
a completly unique feel to the combat possibilities. You can carry on raids, ambushes, sieges while using the seas for hit and run
raids, so it's the best of all worlds medieval. Allying with large armies of Caledonians is great, since if you are new you get a feel
for the tactics and can make goofy mistakes without losing your army. All in all this culture-pack is like a game within the
game, and really is a great learning tool plus a lot of fun if you like crazy units in combat and slash and burn raids.
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Great co-op game, let's you play Vive together with someone on PC screen. Game is gf suitable.. The multiplayer is all thats
good in the game, and the multiplayer on here is unplayable.. Game has lots of potential but all wasted due to:
- Bugs on Win10
- Lack of level variation
- Unoriginal level design
- No workshop support
- Server password is required for Online mode. Really fun little physics puzzle game. Love flying around in the custom built
ships.
Is a little short in my opinion, finished it in about an hour including finding all the pieces for the ship. There are leaderboards
and time trials for every level, so it that appeals to you, then it will last a while longer.
It is very good and a lot of fun, but I would advise waiting for a sale or Indie bundle as I really wouldn't pay full price for it..
This \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 a very good game ;). Good add to the game, perfect for fans. Keeps her moves and her
sentences from the original games.

Is funny to see the intro vs Akira and his "I've been waiting for this", for two characters that meet here from different
franchises.

And well... is Mai...
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